Frederick County Government
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of
Fire and Rescue Apparatus, Ambulances, and Other Vehicles
5/21/2014

To Tricia A. Griffis
Director, Frederick County Internal Audit Division
Subject: Audit of Frederick County Government’s funding for replacement/maintenance of fire and
rescue apparatus, ambulances, and other vehicles.
SC&H is pleased to submit for your review this report for the audit of Frederick County Government’s
funding for replacement/maintenance of fire and rescue apparatus, ambulances, and other vehicles. This
audit was conducted in accordance with the Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
established by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) as well as the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants’ (AICPA) Statement on Standards for Consulting Services, and the Generally
Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). These standards form a basis for consistent
measurement of internal auditing operations.
Very truly yours,
SC&H Consulting

__________________________________
Joseph D. Freiburger
May 21, 2014
Director
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I. Executive Summary
Background
Frederick County Government’s (FCG or the County) Interagency Internal Audit Authority (IIAA)
engaged SC&H to perform an audit of the County’s fire and rescue (F&R) apparatus, ambulances, and
other vehicles (vehicles). In summary, the purpose of the audit was to evaluate the County’s vehicle
maintenance and replacement functions, determine the unfunded liability risk of F&R vehicle
replacement, and assess F&R vehicle funding alternatives and opportunities. Further information
regarding the audit is documented within the body of the report.
The County manages the operations of the F&R vehicles it owns. The process includes periodically
maintaining and replacing the vehicles as necessary and is primarily managed by two divisions, the
Division of Fire and Rescue Services (DFRS) and Fleet Services, which is a part of the Public Works
Division. DFRS is responsible for the overall management of FCG’s F&R vehicle fleet, while Fleet
Services is responsible for the maintenance of FCG’s vehicle fleet, once purchased.
The County currently owns 80 active, operational F&R vehicles. While the County as a whole owns the
vehicles, the vehicles’ ownership is allocated between the DFRS (~ 88%) and Fleet Services (~ 12%).
Note, these numbers do not include vehicles used for administrative purposes or those owned by
volunteer fire stations. The DFRS vehicles are known as “Agency owned” while Fleet Services’
vehicles are known as “Fleet owned.”
Vehicle funding is managed by DFRS. DFRS currently receives its funding for Agency owned vehicles
through the collection of taxes and service fees. In fiscal year (FY) 13 and prior years, taxes were
collected and allocated to a Special Revenue Fund. Beginning in FY 14, the Special Revenue Fund was
no longer used for collecting F&R taxes. F&R taxes are currently collected as part of the property tax
and added to the General Fund. Money is then allocated from the General Fund to DFRS based on the
amounts budgeted for each fiscal year.
FCG’s vehicle fleet is managed by Fleet Services, which is operated as an Internal Service Fund.
Internal Service Funds receive revenue by performing services for other agencies and departments
within the local government and billing those entities for work performed.
Budgeting for Fleet owned vehicles is based on replacement cycles. Each vehicle has a life cycle, and is
allocated a monthly rate to account for its maintenance and replacement costs. The maintenance costs
are based on average costs in prior years and are updated on an annual basis, or when necessary. Nonadministrative F&R vehicles owned by Fleet Services are SUVs, generally used either as chase cars or
medic units. The monthly replacement cost allocated to these vehicles is based on an eight year life.
This eight year life does not represent the useful life for replacement and is only used to calculate the
cost allocation.
Agency owned vehicles are billed on a monthly basis by Fleet Services and are based on maintenance
time and materials. A budget is created for each fire station with the estimate for annual expenses that
will be billed from Fleet Services.
The vehicle replacement process is managed by DFRS for Agency owned vehicles. DFRS tracks the
vehicles and determines which should be replaced and when. Several factors are considered when
deciding to replace a vehicle. These factors include the vehicle age, repair and maintenance costs, miles
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and engine hours, and the vehicle’s ability to pass inspection. DFRS then decides, based on these
criteria, which vehicles need to be replaced and requests the necessary funding from the County.
Occasionally, when a vehicle is replaced, it is moved to the reserve fleet. These vehicles are held by
DFRS, separate from the front line fleet, and are not obligated to a particular fire company. They are
used to supplement the front line vehicles, when necessary. When a vehicle is not added to the reserve
fleet after replacement, or is removed from the reserves, it is retired and no longer used for emergency
services. Vehicles are sold or repurposed for other County uses when they are retired and are not
maintained by DFRS.
Replacement of Fleet Services F&R vehicles follows a different procedure than DFRS vehicles. The
criteria to replace the F&R SUVs (i.e. chase cars) are based on a mileage threshold. Fleet Services will
normally replace an SUV at 150,000 miles, according to the internally developed Vehicle Replacement
Schedule Update dated June 14, 2012. When a vehicle reaches this mileage cap, it is replaced using the
replacement funds that had been previously allocated. When a vehicle is replaced, it is not always
retired. Some vehicles are moved to a light-duty administrative type function. Retired vehicles are sold
at auction and are not maintained by Fleet Services. Retired vehicles are not used by Fleet Services for
emergency services.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is the worldwide standard setting organization that
provides consensus based guidance to F&R organizations. Although FCG applies the NFPA Standards
as its guidance, the County does not have a defined vehicle retirement plan or accepted useful lives for
its vehicles.
In prior years, as part of its budget, FCG included the replacement of its vehicles. A replacement fund
was budgeted each year and was used for any necessary vehicle replacement. However, in
approximately 2008/2009, vehicle replacement funding was put on hold due to budgetary restrictions.
As a result, there became a backlog of aged vehicles in FCG’s vehicle fleet inventory.
The current practice, which began following the discontinuation of a replacement budget, allows for
vehicle replacements on a case by case basis. DFRS reviews FCG’s vehicle fleet inventory for the most
necessary replacements and builds them into the annual budget, which is ultimately reviewed prior to
implementation. The annual replacement budget for each vehicle is based on the annual payments made
for the vehicle purchase, not the entire cost. The components of the annual budget, including requested
replacement costs, are reviewed by the County Commissioners. The review process includes
determining if the replacement costs are necessary for DFRS.
The County typically purchases vehicles in one of two ways; an outright cash purchase or through a
lease financing agreement. The purchasing method used is determined by the budgetary constraints of
the funding. If it is determined that the full funding is available, an outright purchase may be used to
obtain a vehicle. If a new vehicle is necessary, but the funding is not available, a lease financing
agreement is used for the vehicle purchase. These lease financing agreements are tax-exempt municipal
capital leases.
Fleet Services is responsible for maintaining all of FCG’s vehicle fleet, including all Agency and Fleet
owned vehicles. This includes administering the maintenance and fuel to the vehicles. Fleet Services
tracks its vehicles’ specifications and maintenance activity in FCG’s fleet management software,
FASTER.
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FASTER documents vehicle specifications, including the following:








Fleet Status (Active/Retired)
Equipment Number
Description
Class
Department
Bill Code (Agency/Fleet/Company owned)
Costs by Period (total, operating, maintenance, repairs, warranties, accidents, and fuel)

Objectives
SC&H established the following five objectives for the F&R vehicle audit.


Evaluate the County’s vehicle replacement function for operational effectiveness and alignment
with common practices/industry standards.



Examine the County’s vehicle maintenance process and assess for consistency and compliance
with rules and regulations.



Analyze the County’s vehicle inventory to determine anticipated vehicle replacement
requirements and document unfunded liability risk components.



Perform data analytical procedures for the County’s vehicles and examine cost trends to
determine the effect of depreciation on average vehicle maintenance and repair costs over time.



Research and aggregate alternative replacement funding opportunities and provide
recommendations to the County.

Scope
The vehicles in scope of the audit included all F&R vehicles owned by the County and used for
operations. Vehicles used for operations refer to active duty vehicles used directly for F&R activities
(e.g. ladder trucks, chaser trucks, ambulances, etc.) and do not include administrative vehicles (e.g.
employee used cars and utility pickup trucks). Active duty vehicles were further broken down, as
necessary, based on specific evaluation procedures. In addition, no company owned vehicles were
included in the scope of the audit (e.g. owned by an independent fire station).
Analytical procedures were performed on all active duty (vs. retired) vehicles in scope as of the date of
the data. Retired in scope vehicles were reviewed for other purposes of the audit (refer to the
“Methodology” section for details).
Additional scope of work details included inspecting and evaluating the County’s historical and current
maintenance and replacement operations, based on the type of information needed (e.g. historical
funding type vs. the current maintenance and replacement process).
In order to infer trends and gain an understanding of vehicle maintenance and usage, data from
FASTER, the fleet management system, was obtained. Based on conversations with the Fleet Services
personnel, due to a system consolidation in 2003, data within FASTER is most accurate from 7/1/2003
through the current date. As a result, the vehicle cost data used for the audit begins on 7/1/2003.
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With each audit step, a different portion of the FASTER data may be used. For instance, in determining
the trend of repair costs over time or examining the treatment of retired vehicles, the data from the full
scope was used. However, for audit procedures pertaining to maintenance of currently active vehicles,
the most current information was requested.
Methodology
The F&R vehicle audit was conducted using a multiple phase approach. The first phase, a preliminary
planning survey of the F&R vehicle maintenance and replacement functions, was conducted from May
28, 2013 through August 26, 2013.
The survey phase consisted of evaluating the following objectives:
 Gain an understanding of the County’s replacement and maintenance procedures and practices
 Identify standard industry replacement procedures and maintenance practices
 Determine if there is an unfunded liability and the amount of the liability
 Determine if FCG is at risk for future liability if policies and procedures, as well as accepted
replacement criteria, have not been properly observed
In order to achieve the objectives, SC&H performed various procedures, including conducting
interviews and walkthroughs with County personnel to understand the County’s replacement and
maintenance processes, analyzing vehicle data from the FASTER system to understand cost information,
researching industry standards and local government practices to recognize generally accepted and
followed vehicle maintenance and replacement methods, and assessing vehicle costs vs. generally
accepted useful life statistics to establish preliminary unfunded liability data.
The survey phase provided SC&H with preliminary details and results surrounding the County’s overall
F&R vehicle maintenance and replacement functions. These preliminary details and results warranted
additional investigation to further evaluate and confirm the understanding of the County’s operations
and unfunded liability. The results also provided a basis for understanding and evaluating additional
F&R vehicle replacement funding opportunities.
Based on the information obtained and the preliminary details and results from the survey phase, SC&H
established five objectives to pursue during the second phase. Refer to the “Objectives” section of this
report for the five objectives. SC&H then developed an audit program (a tool for performing test work
over each area indentified for further scrutiny) which documented steps to be taken to achieve the
objectives.
SC&H conducted the testing phase and executed the audit program’s objectives and steps from October
16, 2013 through January 27, 2014.
The method of evaluation in each area in the audit program may differ based on what the objective
addresses. To achieve the audit objectives, SC&H performed multiple evaluation methods, which
included the following:
 Research/Inquiry: Researched and inquired with County personnel and external sources and
performed the following:
o Identified and documented methods that the County and other governments use to fund
vehicle replacements
o Gained perspectives relating to costs involved with regards to vehicle funding
o Documented industry standards for vehicle maintenance and replacement
functions/activities
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Inspection: Inspected documents and records from the County and performed the following:
o Examined historical methods used to fund F&R vehicles
o Evaluated vehicle records to ensure retired vehicles were not being used for active duty
work
o Examined maintenance records to ensure the maintenance functions were adequately
performed
o Evaluated vehicle useful lives and quantified the County’s unfunded liability risk
o Analyzed vehicle data to determine how costs increase over the life of the vehicle

Throughout the audit and at the completion of the second phase, SC&H discussed preliminary findings
with the County’s Director of Internal Audit and applicable process representatives to ensure they were
aware of the findings and to confirm that the understanding of each finding was accurate. SC&H then
documented the final findings/observations and provided recommendations for the County to address.
Summary of Work
SC&H’s review and test work, which has been designed to satisfy the audit objectives, indicate that the
controls and processes in place are not satisfactory for all audit areas tested. In addition, SC&H was
unable to render a conclusion on certain functions, as the necessary documentation was unable to be
provided for the examination.
Unsatisfactory processes include the lack of a vehicle replacement plan for DFRS owned vehicles, no
documented maintenance plan for either DFRS or Fleet Services, missing support to evidence the
disposal of retired vehicles, vehicles in excess of a 180 day minimum requirement for inspection at Fleet
Services, and incomplete documentation for fire station checklists.
SC&H was unable to render a conclusion as to the effectiveness of performance for the completion and
review of preventative maintenance checklists, as documentation was not provided.
Details of the observations noted during this review and recommendations for corrective action are
detailed in Section II of this report. SC&H notes that it does not intend to act in a Management capacity
when providing any recommendations to the County. The recommendations are presented as guidance
for Management to consider when responding to any observations. County Management needs to make
the final decision with regards to any recommendations.
SC&H performed an analysis of the potential unfunded liability for vehicle replacement, projected 10
years forward, using a variety of potential useful life assumptions. Results are summarized in Section
III of this report.
SC&H also performed a data analysis to identify the trend of operating and repair costs as vehicles age.
Results are summarized in Section IV of this report.
Detailed narratives and recommendations for potential alternative funding opportunities were compiled
and are in included in Appendices A – H. See Section V of this report for further discussion.
SC&H Consulting
Joseph D. Freiburger
Director

May 21, 2014
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II. Detailed Observations and Recommendations
Observation #1
No documented vehicle replacement plan exists for DFRS owned vehicles. In order to evaluate the
current vehicle replacement plan and provide recommendations for improvement as needed, SC&H
requested any current documentation of vehicle replacement policies and procedures from DFRS
personnel. At the time of this engagement, no formally documented vehicle replacement plan has been
created for DFRS. Although DFRS does not have a formally developed plan, it is noted that DFRS does
maintain an equipment maintenance schedule that tracks DFRS vehicle information, including the
approximate cost and the year to replace. Through discussions with DFRS personnel, it was determined
that vehicles are currently replaced on a case by case basis. Each year, DFRS considers vehicle ages and
repair costs and the anticipated needs for the coming fiscal year. Funding is then requested of FCG for
replacement of vehicles determined to be most in need. There is no established pool of reserve funds for
the replacement of DFRS vehicles; each vehicle acquisition is individually approved as funds are
determined to be available. Under ideal circumstances, DFRS’ goal is to replace engines and heavyduty vehicles after a 15 year useful life with a five year reserve period and light-duty vehicles and
ambulances after a seven year useful life.
Individual F&R departments appear to create plans based on their unique needs, leveraged by guidance
material (e.g. NFPA). It appears to be favorable practice to have such a plan in place in order to
effectively replenish an F&R fleet, as multiple evaluated municipalities have created such a document.
Budget constraints over vehicle replacement and the lack of a requirement to have such a plan in place
have facilitated the use of the current vehicle replacement method of DFRS.
The current lack of a vehicle replacement plan may result in vehicles not being replaced as necessary.
This contributes to an increasingly aged fleet of F&R vehicles. An aging fleet of vehicles may not be as
well equipped to serve the public and may lead to excessive expenditures on repairs and maintenance. In
addition, delayed acquisition of necessary vehicles increases the burden of replacement funds in
subsequent years.
Recommendations for Observation #1
Recommendation 1: Formalize and adhere to a standard replacement policy for each vehicle type,
which includes defined useful lives determined through consideration of industry standards and the
needs of the County.
Considerations: According to NFPA 1911 Annex D.1, there have been significant changes to fire
apparatus guidelines, especially with regard to safety, since 1991, such that fire departments should
consider the value, or risk, to fire fighters of keeping pre-1991 fire apparatus in front line service.
Currently, one County owned F&R vehicle that was manufactured before 1991 is in service. This
guidance concludes that apparatus that was not manufactured to the appropriate post-1991 standards, or
is over 25 years old, should be replaced. The NFPA considers any refurbishment of a vehicle over 20
years old to be a poor investment.
Additional guidance has been found in a study maintained on the FEMA website that concludes that
ambulances and light duty vehicles should have useful lives of seven years, while fire engines should
have useful lives of 15 years.
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A five year reserve period at the conclusion of vehicle useful life is considered appropriate, after which
point the vehicle should be retired. These useful life guidelines are in line with the ideal vehicle
replacement lives according to DFRS management.
FCG Response to Recommendation 1: DFRS has informally adopted the 16 Life Safety Initiatives
referenced by the National Everyone Goes Home campaign. Their 16th initiative reads “Safety must be
a primary consideration in the design of apparatus and equipment”. Part of this safety adoption includes
a review and recommendations on apparatus replacement understanding that older apparatus does not
possess some of the newest and best practices in apparatus safety design.
DFRS will be using those standards that are considered the best practices within our regional area.
NFPA 1911 has been identified in this report and it is our recommendation that we follow this standard
as well as others in the review and replacement of our fire and rescue apparatus. Other NFPA standards
to follow may include NFPA 1901 “Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus”, NFPA 1906 “Standard
for Wildland Fire Apparatus”, NFPA 1912 “Standard for Fire Apparatus Refurbishing”, NFPA 1915
“Standard for Fire Apparatus Preventive Maintenance Program”, and NFPA 1917 “Standard for
Automotive Ambulances”.
DFRS is implementing a three part approach. First, as we review the current data on apparatus, we have
determined that there are three levels of ownership. Fire and Rescue fleet is owned by County Fleet,
DFRS, and the independent fire corporations. DFRS has control over only DFRS owned vehicles and
can only make recommendations to County Fleet and the independent corporations. Our first goal has
been to review the different databases for apparatus and develop one database that shows all current
rolling stock, regardless of ownership. We expect to complete this within 180 days.
Second, DFRS will verify the information provided in our apparatus database and begin to identify those
vehicles that meet or exceed replacement dates, according to NFPA recommendations. We expect to
complete this effort within 180 days.
Third, DFRS will develop a formal apparatus replacement policy based on NFPA 1911 which would
identify which apparatus would need replacement, per standards and the associated budget requirement.
This policy will also address standard lives for apparatus. This will require review and discussion
among the various DFRS and Frederick County Volunteer Fire & Rescue Association (FCVFRA)
committees and is expected to take up to 12 months to complete.
Fleet Services has long recognized the advantage of a standard replacement policy and program. Fleet
welcomes the opportunity to work with DFRS in establishing a replacement policy that meets accepted
industry standards and will help the County plan for annual savings toward ultimate vehicle
replacement. Fleet also projects this policy could be formalized within 12 months.
Recommendation 2: Document and monitor future vehicle replacement liability, communicate
anticipated needs and recommend funding requirements to the County, and ensure approved funds for
replacement are appropriately spent and accounted for.
FCG Response to Recommendation 2: DFRS and Fleet Services will work together and track
apparatus by standard life cycles as adopted by the NFPA policy established in recommendation #1.
DFRS and Fleet Services will then monitor the replacement on an annual basis and identify/submit these
amounts during the annual budget submission process.
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As DFRS and Fleet Services begins to identify which apparatus needs replacement, we will be working
in conjunction with the counties procurement, budget, and finance office to determine the best approach
to funding these projects. Fleet owned vehicles will be budgeted through Fleet’s reserve fund account
and corporation apparatus will be funded through the local departments using corporation funds, 508
Amoss funding, and ambulance billing money.
The adoption of this annual process is anticipated to begin for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014.
Recommendation 3: Continuously monitor publications, common practices, and other governmental
bodies to ensure favorable practices are considered. The frequency should be determined based on the
distribution frequency of the information being monitored.
FCG Response to Recommendation 3: DFRS currently subscribes to various periodicals, including
fleet services and NFPA documents. We will continue to subscribe and review as new trends develop in
the fire and rescue apparatus field. DFRS will also develop new training initiatives based on the latest
industry standards and practices identified in these documents.
Fleet Services also subscribes to numerous industry publications and will continue the practice with the
intent of keeping up-to-date with technology advances, management practices, and regulations. Fleet
will also work to continually ensure staff are communicated and trained on latest industry standards and
practices.
Recommendation 4: Perform a review, at least annually, of the vehicle replacement policy and liability
analysis and update as needed. Communicate changes and anticipated needs to County decision makers
in conjunction with this review. The frequency of the review may be adjusted as Management deems
appropriate (e.g. when any significant changes to standard/industry practices are identified).
FCG Response to Recommendation 4: DFRS and Fleet Services agree to meet annually alongside
FCVFRA to discuss, review and update their replacement policies and procedures especially in
addressing the updated policy as addressed in recommendation #1 as well as the liability analysis.
DFRS and Fleet Services also agree that this should be communicated to the County Manager and the
Board of County Commissioners (BOCC). Any new procedures or recommendations will be quantified
and submitted as part of the annual county budget process through both DFRS and Fleet Services as
appropriate.
The adoption of this annual process and discuss for policy regarding this process is anticipated to begin
for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014.
Recommendation 5: Per discussion with County Management, vehicle cost/expense data from
FASTER is provided by Fleet Services on a periodic basis to DFRS. DFRS should ensure it is
monitoring vehicle information and discussing concerns with Fleet Services, at least monthly, to
evaluate vehicle expense statistics and replacement implications. Formalized discussions and
monitoring mechanisms can be included as part of a defined replacement plan.
FCG Response to Recommendation 5: DFRS and Fleet have already started meetings on a bi-monthly
basis. DFRS would like Fleet to provide, on a monthly basis, the costs associated with all repairs made
to DFRS fleet and Fleet Services have agreed to this commitment. Discussions can begin at these bimonthly meetings and review of the associated costs can be reviewed against the replacement dates
associated to each piece of apparatus.
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DFRS currently has access to FASTER without permissions to make changes. This allows for review of
work orders, equipment inventory, and the ability to run a wide variety of canned reports. As Fleet
moves to a web based system it is the hope that DFRS will have access and much of this information
will be more readily available. Fleet Services staff have been working with DFRS staff to familiarize
them with the functionality of FASTER and will provide as much access to this version of FASTER as
possible. The DFRS budget manager will also begin developing a monthly report in regards to Fleet
maintenance charges with the objective of identifying apparatus cost/benefit trends that will play a part
in the decision to repair, replace, and/or retire that apparatus.
The revised monthly reporting function is anticipated to begin July 1, 2014.
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Observation #2
Neither Fleet Services nor DFRS have formally documented vehicle maintenance plans in place. In
performing the review procedures, with the goal to obtain documentation of policies and procedures for
vehicle maintenance and evaluate whether vehicles are being appropriately maintained according to this
guidance, SC&H requested any available maintenance policy and procedure documentation from both
the Fleet Services Department and DFRS. According to Fleet and DFRS personnel, no defined
maintenance plan is documented for F&R vehicles.
The following common practices are in place for the County’s vehicle maintenance function.
 Currently, it is the policy for drivers at the fire stations to perform inspections each time a
vehicle is used.
 Maintenance schedules created by the Fleet Services department are based on State and Federal
regulations as well as manufacturer guidelines.
 Repairs and maintenance are performed by EVT mechanics when available and vehicle
information is logged into a fleet management system.
It was identified as a common, preferable practice when maintaining a fleet of vehicles, to have a
defined maintenance program. This program should clearly outline all policies and procedures over how
and when vehicles should be serviced. Maintenance plans should be developed to fit the specific needs
of each vehicle type and service documentation should be stored for future reference. NFPA contains
relevant standards that provide guidance for F&R organizations when developing and working to
achieve an effective maintenance program. Specific standards within NFPA include the following.
 NFPA 1901: Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus
 NFPA 1906: Standard for Wildland Fire Apparatus
 NFPA 1911: Standard for the Inspection, Maintenance, Testing and Retirement of In-Service
Automotive Fire Apparatus
 NFPA 1912: Standard for Fire Apparatus Refurbishing
 NFPA 1914: Standard for Testing Fire Department Aerial Devices
 NFPA 1915: Standard for Fire Apparatus Preventive Maintenance Program
 NFPA 1917: Standard for Automotive Ambulances
The Occupational Safety and Health Academy’s (OSHA) website maintains a document that clearly
defines the benefits and goals of proper fleet management. This information was adapted from the
Federal Fleet Management Desk Reference. According to OSHA, the objectives of a fleet maintenance
program are to:
 Avoid reducing vehicle life span
 Reduce vehicle downtime and associated costs
 Enhance vehicle resale value
 Ensure all vehicle maintenance, service, and repairs are necessary and performed properly in a
timely manner
 Acquire the services of competent, reliable vendors at the best price available if in-house
maintenance is not an option
 Ensure all warranties and guarantees are honored
As current practice has been considered acceptable, DFRS and Fleet have not determined it necessary to
have a defined maintenance program. The effects on the F&R fleet may be the inability to meet the
objectives described above.
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Recommendations for Observation #2
Recommendation 6: OSHA guidance, as described in the observation above, is that a properly
implemented fleet management policy is a valuable tool in the achieving a safe, well maintained, cost
effective vehicle feet. Fleet services should create and implement a defined maintenance plan/document
for each vehicle type, while utilizing the guidance available within industry standards, such as the NFPA
standards previously identified. This plan should include all relevant source information for
maintenance guidelines and frequency targets. Tasks and expectations should be clearly defined.
FCG Response to Recommendation 6: Fleet Services and DFRS recognizes the need for a
maintenance plan specific to the unique and emergency response nature of fire apparatus. In
collaboration with DFRS and using the relevant industry standards such as found in NFPA 1911, 1915,
and 1901, as well as Federal and State regulations (including COMAR) related to vehicle maintenance,
Fleet Services and DFRS will prepare and release a defined maintenance plan for the County’s fire
apparatus and support vehicles. This plan will describe the Fleet’s maintenance activity and
responsibilities specific to fire apparatus and support vehicles. DFRS recommends Fleet Services use
NFPA 1071 compliant mechanics for all applicable repairs on all fire and rescue apparatus. NFPA 1071
“Standard for Emergency Vehicle Technician Professional Qualifications” should be the minimal
standard for all applicable apparatus vehicle repair work. Together DFRS and Fleet Services will create
a defined plan utilizing the above stated standards and guidelines.
DFRS will also be developing a policy that outlines daily, weekly, and monthly maintenance practices to
be followed in the field. DFRS will use various NFPA standards to include NFPA 1901, 1906, 1911,
1912, 1915, 1917, and COMAR Title 11.22.02 but not limited to only these. DFRS will plan on sharing
this policy with the independent corporations as well for field maintenance practices.
The Fleet portion of this task will take at least 6 months to complete a draft. The DFRS portion of this
task will follow along with Fleet and implement within 180 days on our in house policy. Both the
defined plan and policy are anticipated to be completed and implemented within 180 days from the
adoption of this audit.
Recommendation 7: Continuously monitor regulations, guidance, and common practices that drive the
maintenance policy and review the information sources for any updates necessary to the maintenance
plan. The update frequency should be determined based on the distribution frequency of the information
being monitored. Also, updates to Department of Transportation (DOT), COMAR, and NFPA guidance
pertaining to vehicle maintenance should be announced by these entities as changes are made.
FCG Response to Recommendation 7: DFRS and Fleet Services have already begun meeting on a bimonthly basis to discuss apparatus maintenance and repair issues. DFRS and Fleet services routinely
monitor regulations regarding vehicle maintenance through numerous sources including industry
publications, COMAR and the Federal Register. Both DFRS and Fleet Services agree to address
potential updates to the maintenance plan as noted in these recommendations during these regular
meetings.
Recommendation 8: Distribute the maintenance plan and any subsequent updates to all Fleet
mechanics, DFRS personnel, and fire station staff so that all interested parties are aware of maintenance
expectations.
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FCG Response to Recommendation 8: Once the maintenance plan is complete, Fleet Services will
work with DFRS to disseminate the information in a manner that makes it available to all DFRS and
Fleet Services staff.
For the preventive maintenance activity in the field, DFRS will make available to all DFRS and
FCVFRA members a copy of our field maintenance policy through our online services. Our goal will be
to develop an apparatus on line site where this plan will be posted and all associated checklists and
check off sheets and forms can be found. Also data such as apparatus replacement schedule, out of
service criteria, and other related apparatus information will be posted there.
Recommendation 9: Perform a self-evaluation, at least annually, of the effectiveness of vehicle
maintenance plans by examining a sample of vehicle repair costs from the past year and verifying the
completion of maintenance checklists. The frequency of the self-evaluation may be adjusted as
Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any events, business changes, or regulatory changes occur
that warrant additional review).
FCG Response to Recommendation 9: Fleet Service generates monthly financial reports that are
posted on Fleet’s intranet portal and are accessible to all County staff. The monthly reports are broken
down by department and individual vehicle. Fleet will email a DFRS report to staff for examination and
discussion at the DFRS/Fleet bi-monthly meeting. During these meetings, DFRS and Fleet Services will
discuss and evaluate the effectiveness of the maintenance plan in place. On an annual basis, both DFRS
and Fleet agree to perform a sampling of maintenance checklists to ensure they are being completed
accurately and timely in conjunction with vehicle repair costs. DFRS will also conduct this self
evaluation on field checklists performed at individual stations.
DFRS will offer the opportunity for the county auditor to evaluate at any time the effectiveness of this
plan once it has been placed in service.
This task has begun as of May 2014. Fleet is currently providing monthly reports to DFRS. The
adoption of this full annual process is anticipated to begin immediately for the first full annual
completion by June 30, 2015.
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Observation #3
Fleet and DFRS personnel have been unable to provide evidence of retired vehicle disposal for all
vehicles examined. When performing the review procedures, which called for SC&H to ensure that
retired vehicles are not used for F&R service in accordance with National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) 1911 Chapter 5, a listing of all retired vehicles from the FASTER fleet management system as
of 11/20/13 was received. A random sample of 18 retired vehicles was subsequently reviewed. For all
vehicles in this sample, SC&H requested documentation to evidence that the retired vehicles had been
sold or otherwise disposed of. SC&H received FASTER system screenshots showing the vehicles’ "out
of service" dates as well as the disposal date for five vehicles. No disposal date was noted in the
FASTER system for nine of the 18 vehicles selected. SC&H also requested documentation of vehicle
disposal, such as a bill of sale. For six of the 18 samples, either no documentation or an internally
maintained checklist was received for proof of vehicle disposal.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is the worldwide standard setting organization that
provides consensus based guidance to F&R organizations. NFPA 1911 is the “Standard for the
Inspection, Maintenance, Testing and Retirement of In-Service Automotive Fire Apparatus.” According
to Chapter 5 of NFPA 1911, “the fire department shall consider safety as the primary concern in the
retirement of apparatus.” Further, the Standard states that “retired fire apparatus shall not be used for
emergency operations.”
Per the County’s Management, historic disposal records are not always maintained if there has been a
significant amount of time since a vehicle’s retirement and disposal date. In addition, per DFRS
Management regarding retention of retired vehicles, retired vehicles are removed from fire stations and
held in a locked lot. However, as there was no evidence of actual vehicle disposal for multiple
selections, SC&H was unable to gain reasonable assurance that they were disposed of and not used for
service after the retirement/disposal dates. Inadequate documentation of vehicle disposals can lead to a
disconnect between involved parties as to the status of retired vehicles and may cause a vehicle to be
overlooked and held for longer than necessary. A retired vehicle may also be erroneously used for F&R
services.
Recommendations for Observation #3
Recommendation 10: Establish a policy that outlines expectations for the disposal of vehicles. The
policy should include timeframes and recommended methods for vehicle disposal. Vehicle disposal
timeframes should be based on past DFRS experience as well as Management’s determination of
reasonableness.
FCG Response to Recommendation 10: DFRS and Fleet Services not only believe we should have a
policy for disposal but also for placing a unit in service. DFRS will develop a policy that makes sure we
follow current County policy in conjunction with DFRS, FCVFRA, Procurement, Finance, and Fleet to
establish the need, purchase, and placement of new apparatus. DFRS will further work with Fleet
Services to develop a policy following NFPA 1911, regional norms, and best practices to establish a
policy to dispose of retired apparatus (to include timeframes, methods, and specific policy on
documentation and backup for all dispositions).
Fleet Services currently has a vehicle disposal procedure that addresses a departmental process that Fleet
Services follows. However, with the exception of a vehicle disposal form, there is no written policy or
procedure.
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Within 90 days of the adoption of this audit, Fleet Services will work with DFRS to formalize a vehicle
disposal policy. Once complete, Fleet Services will encourage all departments to follow the policy that
will include a consistent method for retaining documentation and decommissioning vehicles following
relevant standards.
The policy is anticipated to be completed and implemented within 90 days of the adoption of this audit.
Recommendation 11: Create and implement a process for maintaining vehicle disposal documentation.
In order to effectively implement this process, policy and procedural documentation should be created
that outlines the method of document retention, expectations of completeness, and the responsible
parties. Documentation should be retained in electronic form to enhance County personnel’s ability to
retrieve necessary information when needed.
Management should evaluate the process and
documentation, at least annually, to determine if any changes to it are necessary. The frequency of the
evaluation may be adjusted as Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any events, business changes,
or regulatory changes occur that warrant additional review).
FCG Response to Recommendation 11: The FASTER system has enormous capability for data
storage which Fleet uses extensively for the Fleet owned portion of the fleet. Fleet is also the custodian
of County owned vehicle titles. Fleet Services has the responsibility for tag and title work and retaining
vehicle information in FASTER. However, in the case of agency owned vehicles, agencies will
sometimes purchase and dispose of vehicles on their own and perform tag and title tasks without
including Fleet Services. In some cases, titles are not given to Fleet for safe keeping but retained in their
individual departments. This creates an inconsistent method of documentation that is bound for errors.
With the adoption of this audit’s recommendations, Fleet Services advocates for management support
for a central depository in Fleet Services for vehicle titles and the adoption of an approved policy for
vehicle disposal County wide. Fleet will work with departments in the establishment of disposal
policies that are consistent and will meet County and industry guidelines.
We will report back to Internal Audit within 6 months of the adoption of this audit with a status
regarding the development of the central depository plan.
Fleet will work with departments in the establishment of disposal policies that are consistent and will
meet County and industry guidelines. The policy is anticipated to be completed and implemented within
180 days of the adoption of this audit.
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Observation #4
Fleet Services was unable to provide any of the preventative maintenance (PM) checklists requested for
evaluation. In performing this audit procedure, which calls for the examination of PM checklists for
applicable vehicles to determine whether or not they are being appropriately maintained, SC&H
randomly selected 30 vehicles from the active vehicle population as of 11/20/13. For each vehicle,
SC&H requested the most recently completed preventative maintenance checklist, the associated work
order, and any additional documentation that may have been necessary for the understanding of the
checklist completion. The initial documentation request was made on 11/26/13. At the conclusion of
fieldwork on 1/27/14, SC&H had not received any of the requested documentation.
According to Fleet Services Management, PM checklists based on Code of Maryland Regulations
(COMAR) and federal regulations are completed at least once a year for heavy-duty vehicles. Heavyduty vehicles are vehicles in excess of 10,000 gross vehicle weight (GVW). Other preventative
checklists based on manufacturer's recommendations are performed at least annually for light-duty
vehicles. Upon completion, these checklists are signed by an EVT certified mechanic, when necessary.
The Fleet Services Management attributes the inability to produce these checklists for examination to
the lack of personnel within Fleet Services. The Fleet mechanics are responsible for maintaining and
retrieving these documents and have been otherwise occupied with their primary duties. This
observation may also have been caused by an inefficient record keeping system.
The lack of effective record keeping may result in inaccurate information in the fleet management
system. This may cause vehicles to not be appropriately maintained. Considering the lack of available
documentation, SC&H was ultimately unable to assess the overall effectiveness of PM checklist
completion.
Recommendations for Observation #4
Recommendation 12: Create and implement a policy for keeping records of PM documentation. This
policy should include the preferred method of record keeping as well as define the personnel tasked with
ensuring the documentation is being appropriately maintained. Management should evaluate the process
and documentation, at least annually, to determine if any changes to it are necessary. The frequency of
the evaluation may be adjusted as Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any events, business
changes, or regulatory changes occur that warrant additional review).
FCG Response to Recommendation 12: Fleet Services will, within 6 months of adoption of this audit,
create and implement a record keeping policy for maintenance records and especially preventive
maintenance records. The policy will include defined tasks and the individual assigned to the tasks,
regulatory compliance, and review frequency.
DFRS will develop a plan by policy to maintain daily, weekly, and monthly apparatus maintenance
check off sheets that captures any routine maintenance done in station. Our future goal would be an
accessible web based system used by Fleet Services that allows identified DFRS personnel to have
access to all records captured by Fleet.
The County is exploring a change in computer systems and will not entertain a change to a Fleet
maintenance web system until the research is complete.
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There are other processes in place now such as remote desktop, that would provide accessibility to
FASTER for “read only” but not without issues regarding limited numbers of users. Fleet will report
back in 6 months on the status. Both DFRS and Fleet will report back to Internal Audit within 6 months
regarding the development of future goals as well.
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Observation #5
Approximately 23% of active, in scope vehicles examined had not been inspected by Fleet Services in
the 180 days prior to the report date of 11/20/13. SC&H’s goal in performing the audit procedures was
to ensure that no vehicle exceeds the 180 day failsafe threshold without receiving maintenance by Fleet
Services. SC&H obtained a report from Fleet Services from the FASTER system that listed the
scheduled service dates for all vehicles. This report included a total of 80 in scope vehicles. Using this
report, SC&H created an analysis to determine the length of time since the most recent vehicle service at
the Fleet Services Department. The result of this analysis was that 18, or 23%, of these 80 vehicles had
not been to Fleet Services for an inspection within the 180 days prior to 11/20/13.
According to Fleet Services Management, a vehicle should be in for service in maximum intervals of
180 days. A failsafe has been implemented to monitor the number of days between service dates for
each vehicle. When it is discovered that a vehicle has not been seen for this period of time, Fleet
Services contacts the department with custody of the vehicle and requests to set up a service date.
The likely cause of these exceptions to the failsafe is an inadequate monitoring system for vehicle
service dates. This may also have been caused by a lack of cooperation from fire stations holding the
vehicles. The effect is that vehicles are not being adequately monitored and serviced to ensure safety
and reliability. This may hinder fire station personnel’s ability to effectively respond to emergency
situations.
Recommendations for Observation #5
Recommendation 13: Create and implement a process for tracking vehicle service dates. Fleet Services
should monitor this process, at least monthly, and contact responsible parties to address service needs.
This process should be implemented for all vehicles used by DFRS personnel, including company
owned vehicles. In addition, Management should evaluate the electronic source data from FASTER, at
least annually, to ensure the most relevant information is being considered during the review. The
frequency of the evaluations may be adjusted as Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any events,
business changes, or regulatory changes occur that warrant additional review).
FCG Response to Recommendation 13: Fleet Services establishes service intervals based on vehicle
and component manufacturer recommendations. Service intervals are incorporated in FASTER and
used for tracking PM schedules and completions. Fleet Services will provide DFRS with a monthly
schedule of vehicles due for service. This will allow DFRS to plan ahead for unexpected occurrences.
Future goals would provide for limited access to FASTER by predetermined DFRS personnel actively
involved in the apparatus and maintenance process. Fleet Services will also look into the FASTER
system or any future system to see if an e-mail alert system for vehicle service can be implemented.
This would allow for real-time notification and assist with timely services being met, reducing the lag
time in some vehicle services.
The monthly reporting function is anticipated to begin as of the month ended May 2014. Fleet has
provided a monthly PM schedule in the past and will continue to do so. DFRS and Fleet will discuss
this process to see if/how the process could become more effective.
We will report back to Internal Audit within 6 months of the adoption of this audit with a status
regarding the development of our future goals.
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Recommendation 14: Documentation of the reason why a vehicle cannot be serviced within the 180
day period should be obtained when necessary.
FCG Response to Recommendation 14: Along with the monthly preventive maintenance schedule,
Fleet Services will identify vehicles that have not been serviced in the previous 180 days accompanied
by an explanation of the cause. On at least a monthly basis, Fleet Services will communicate missed
vehicle services with DFRS by reporting a list of missed vehicles and expected to be late vehicles along
with the cause and a planned timeline for correction. Fleet Services will also include in the FASTER
system documentation of why a vehicle did not make the 180 day service schedule.
The monthly reporting function is anticipated to begin as of the month ended June 30, 2014.
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Observation #6
Fire stations were unable to provide all requested vehicle operational/readiness review documentation.
Checklists were not uniformly completed and maintained. The purpose in performing the audit
procedure was to verify that fire stations are performing daily, weekly, and monthly readiness checks of
all vehicles for which they are required. The checks are performed to provide reasonable assurance that
vehicles are ready to operate when needed. SC&H obtained a listing of all active vehicles and randomly
selected a representative sample of 21 vehicles for testing. For each vehicle, SC&H requested the most
recent daily, weekly, and monthly checklists performed and signed by personnel at the fire station level.
SC&H was unable to obtain and verify the completed checklists for 11 of the vehicles selected. Eight of
the 11 checklists were not provided. Two of the 11 checklists were not prepared for “spare” vehicles,
and the fire stations have been unable to provide the most recent copies. One of the 11 checklists was
for a totaled vehicle, and the County was not able to provide it. Also noted, there doesn’t appear to be
standardized method for documenting and reviewing the checklists, as the checklists received were
inconsistently completed.
According to DFRS Management, fire stations should perform daily, weekly, and monthly checklists to
ensure that vehicles are operating effectively and have all necessary supplies. These checklists should
be signed by the person who performed them and retained at the stations.
SC&H discussed the finding with DFRS Management. It was determined that the lack of completed
checklist documentation can likely be attributed to a lack of a formal policy over the performance of
these checklists, as well as inadequate record keeping at the fire station level. The effect of this is that
the safety and preparedness of emergency vehicles and their operational ability may not be adequately
assured.
Recommendations for Observation #6
Recommendation 15: Create a policy document that outlines the expectations of DFRS with regard to
the checklists. This document should emphasize the importance of performing the checklists and outline
the expectations for document retention. This policy should be distributed to persons in charge at each
station. DFRS may consider obtaining the signature of the person in charge acknowledging receipt and
understanding of the policy.
FCG Response to Recommendation 15: DFRS recognizes the need to develop a policy that outlines
the daily, weekly, and monthly maintenance procedures that follow both regional standards, best
practices and recommendations by both NFPA standards and COMAR regulations. No one standard
checklist exists today. DFRS has recently done a career ladder study and as part of the restructure has
begun to promote at various locations a Captain who will be a station commander. Part of their
collateral duties will be to implement this new apparatus policy. DFRS will establish an apparatus
preventive maintenance policy using NFPA 1911 “Standard for Inspection, Maintenance, Testing, and
Retirement of In-Service Automotive Fire Apparatus”, COMAR Title 11.22.02, and NFPA 1915
“Standard for Fire Apparatus Preventive Maintenance Program. This policy will address the concerns of
recommendation 15 and will be delivered as a training session for all new Station Commanders.
Within 90 days of the adoption of this audit, Fleet Services will put in place maintenance checklists
specific to each vehicle class within DFRS. Fleet Services will base the checklists on NFPA standards
as well as State and Federal guidelines.
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Recommendation 16: Create standardized checklists for each vehicle type and distribute these to the
fire stations with the policy document.
FCG Response to Recommendation 16: DFRS believes a standard vehicle maintenance checklist
should be developed for each vehicle type in the fleet. This checklist should be developed in
conjunction with NFPA 1911, 1915 and COMAR Title 11.22.02. This checklist will be part of the
preventive maintenance policy and be made available on line. DFRS also believes that the OSHA
1910.134 required SCBA checklist should be incorporated into this checklist to better capture that data
also. The responsibility to complete this checklist will be spelled out by policy and will be part of the
station commander’s monthly responsibility to ensure it is completed.
Within 90 days of the adoption of this audit, Fleet Services will put in place maintenance checklists
specific to each vehicle class within DFRS. Fleet Services will base the checklists on NFPA standards
as well as State and Federal guidelines.
Recommendation 17: DFRS should conduct inspections, at least quarterly, of fire station checklists to
ensure they are being appropriately completed. The frequency of the inspections may be adjusted as
Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any significant changes to the stations and/or checklists
occur).
FCG Response to Recommendation 17: DFRS will spell out by policy the responsibilities of those
stakeholders who use our apparatus on a daily basis. It will start with the driver, officer (Lt.), Captain
(station commander), battalion chief, deputy chief, and chief. Part of these responsibilities will include
quality assurance review done by upper and middle management to ensure that this information is
documented and archived properly, whether by DFRS or Fleet. Fleet Services will assist DFRS as
necessary in this DFRS task.
The review will be performed on a 180 day basis, and is anticipated to begin as of the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2015. DFRS will work to conduct inspections, at least on a quarterly basis, on fire station
checklists to ensure they are being appropriately completed.
Recommendation 18: A review, at least annually, of the policy document should be conducted and
updates should be made, communicated, and implemented as necessary. The frequency of the review
may be adjusted as Management deems appropriate (e.g. when any significant changes to
standard/industry practices and requirements are identified).
FCG Response to Recommendation 18: On an as needed basis or at minimum, annually Fleet Services
and DFRS will review policies for updates.
DFRS is actively pursuing a review of all current policies. Part of that plan will call for a review of
current DFRS policies on a yearly basis. As any new standards or mandates are received DFRS will
incorporate and review any changes to implement as needed.
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III. Unfunded Liability Summary
Summary
In order to effectively achieve the objective to analyze the County’s vehicle inventory to determine
anticipated vehicle replacement requirements and document unfunded liability risk components, SC&H
created an analysis document to project expected vehicle cost obligations 10 years into the future using
several possible scenarios. SC&H obtained a report of all F&R vehicle data from the FASTER fleet
management system. The report included information regarding vehicle type and historical acquisition
costs.
Through discussions with DFRS personnel, SC&H determined the in scope vehicles to be included in
this data. Vehicles owned by the independent fire companies and administrative type vehicles were
excluded from this analysis. Also, Fleet owned vehicles were excluded from the analysis, as they are
separately maintained, outside of the DFRS group, and have a Fleet administered replacement plan
associated with them. Refer to the “Background” section of this report for more information regarding
Agency owned and Fleet owned vehicles. Finally, two specialty F&R vehicles were excluded, as they
are considered outlier vehicles that are not replaced on a normal life cycle and would skew the analysis
results. Different useful lives were assigned to each F&R vehicle category based on vehicle type and
common practices. These lives vary from seven to 20 years, with the purpose of providing different
scenarios for vehicle replacement. The assigned useful lives were then compared to the vehicle
acquisition dates in order to determine vehicle age. Three vehicles were determined to have a
significant variance between acquisition date and vehicle year. For these vehicles, the useful life was
compared to the vehicle year. Vehicles that have reached or exceeded the assigned useful life are
considered to be fully depreciated and due for replacement.
An analysis was created for each vehicle to determine the year in which it will become fully depreciated.
These vehicles were then grouped together by type and useful life in separate presentations to show the
number of vehicles expiring each year from 2013 through 2023. An estimated current vehicle
replacement cost was obtained for each vehicle type from DFRS personnel. SC&H believes the industry
experience of the DFRS personnel and knowledge of past purchase costs provides a good estimate for
future vehicle replacement costs. The estimated vehicle cost was then multiplied by the number of
vehicles depreciated in each year in order to determine that year's unfunded liability.
SC&H notes that per discussion with County Management, the provided vehicle cost information may
not include all costs that are associated with F&R vehicles (e.g. add-on costs that are incurred after
acquisition). As a result, actual liability costs may be higher than estimated in some cases.
The analysis appears to indicate that the County has a current unfunded liability for the replacement of
F&R vehicles which will continue to increase. The majority of vehicles will be fully depreciated within
the next five years. By 2018, assuming a seven year useful life for light-duty vehicles and a 15 year life
for heavy-duty vehicles, 68% of all DFRS owned F&R vehicles will be fully depreciated.
Based on the analysis, it appears that the County’s current potential unfunded liability for 2013 is
approximately:
 Between $4.73M and $11.09M for all vehicles (depending on the applied useful life)
o $1.93M – $4.44M for light-duty vehicles
o $2.80M – $6.65M for heavy-duty vehicles
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Based on the analysis, it appears that the County’s cumulative potential unfunded liability (2013 – 2023)
is approximately:
 Between $13.35M and $24.30M for all vehicles (depending on the applied useful life)
o $6.70M for light-duty vehicles (all applied useful lives)
o $6.65M – $17.60M for heavy-duty vehicles
Recommendation
SC&H recommends that County decision makers review this analysis in detail to gain a greater
understanding of the current status of the F&R vehicle fleet. The various possible useful life scenarios
included will assist the County in determining vehicle lives that align with anticipated funding
availability and options. These useful lives can be used in crafting a vehicle replacement plan.
Incorporated in the review can also be an evaluation to understand if F&R vehicles being tracked
separately (e.g. Agency owned and Fleet owned) have any impact on the County’s ability to effectively
establish vehicle replacement plans.
SC&H also recommends that the County create and maintain a similar analysis internally in order to
effectively monitor future F&R funding needs and to assist in crafting budgets.
Management’s Response: Current management of DFRS does not believe that there has been accurate
data collected on many of the programs for DFRS in the past. Our records management system is
deficient in many areas and we believe our records of our fleet, county wide, are no exception. In order
to provide SC&H and ourselves accurate data DFRS, Fleet, and the County Auditor have begun
reviewing records from Corporation Records, Fleet, DFRS, and our insurance carrier to match and
confirm all rolling stock. DFRS and the County Auditor have begun visiting each fire station to verify
current apparatus records for accuracy. DFRS has also reached out to a neighboring jurisdiction to
review and evaluate how they identified and track their fleet. Our first objective is to develop one
current list that accurately reflects all of the rolling stock utilized by the County whether it is corporation
or county owned through DFRS or Fleet. Once this list is formalized DFRS will begin to identify types,
age, cost, and other variables for all vehicles. This list will be developed in conjunction with NFPA and
Fleet recommendations for costs and a replacement schedule. This will help determine our unfunded
liability and allow us to begin planning for replacement costs. We have begun this process effective
May 2014 and project that we will have in place an accurate data base within 180 days. DFRS’s goal
will first be to identify all apparatus 20 years and older to determine replacement value and have this
available by February 2015 for the next budget process. Next, DFRS would like to identify all apparatus
between 15-20, 10-15, and 5-10 years old to begin evaluating long term cost replacement. We believe to
have this list complete within 180 days.
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IV. Vehicle Cost Summary
Summary
SC&H obtained a data extraction from the FASTER fleet management system from Fleet Services
Management. This data includes all monthly cost information specific to each vehicle. Using this data,
an analysis was performed for all in scope vehicles to determine the cost trends by vehicle type as
vehicles age. In order to effectively capture the costs associated with vehicle usage, the analysis was
based on cost per gallon of gasoline used per year for each vehicle type. This method of analysis was
used due to the fact that aging vehicles are generally used less than newer vehicles and, as such, total
costs per year may appear lower for older vehicles. Basing the analysis on cost per gallon of gas used
was discussed with personnel from both DFRS and Fleet Services, who agreed it portrays an accurate
picture of vehicle costs with age. This analysis was created for repair costs, as well as total operating
costs. SC&H noted, without exception, that the cost per gallon of gas used, for both repair and operating
costs, consistently trends upward as vehicles age. This analysis supports the speculation that the cost to
operate a vehicle will increase as it ages.
Recommendation
SC&H recommends that this analysis be reviewed by County decision makers and considered when
determining appropriate vehicle useful lives. This analysis can also assist in crafting a vehicle
replacement plan.
Management’s Response: DFRS believes that data collection has hampered getting accurate and useful
information in order to evaluate this accurately. As mentioned in the “Unfunded Liability Summary”
DFRS has already begun to review and update our list of apparatus. Once we have an accurate list of
apparatus we plan to incorporate both “cost per gallon used” and “actual repair costs” data to the list for
review of a vehicle cost summary. It is our goal to look at the 20 year and older fleet first and determine
what should be recommended to place out of service, based on this data in conjunction with NFPA and
Fleet recommendations. Our goal would then be to start looking at the remaining fleet to identify those
vehicles close to their end of life cycle and determine if their “cost per gallon used’ and “actual repair
cost” may indicate a high vehicle cost and need for replacement. Our goal to provide this data would
coincide with our goal to determine our unfunded liability and should be available within 180 days.
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V. Alternative Funding Opportunities
Summary
SC&H researched and aggregated alternative funding opportunities for the replacement of F&R
vehicles. The areas specifically examined include various types of leasing agreements, municipal bonds,
certificates of participation, vehicle re-chassising, and grants. For these areas, a summarized
explanation of the funding method, including positive and negative aspects, and associated costs was
created. Specific recommendations have been included on each summary document. An additional
document has been created that compares these various options to the current financing method used by
FCG in obtaining F&R vehicles. Finally, SC&H examined the vehicle replacement plans for other F&R
organizations and identified common practices that the County may consider when developing a
replacement plan and determining methods of funding. These detailed documents can be found in
Appendices A – H.
Recommendation
The goal in creating the research documents was to provide reports that examine the various methods of
F&R vehicle acquisition funding. Using this information as a tool, County decision makers will be more
knowledgeable with regard to the options available in F&R vehicle replacement. SC&H’s engagement
scope did not include an analysis of the County’s current funds and projected budgets. In addition,
various qualitative considerations may exist that SC&H is not aware of with respect to County
preferences on F&R vehicle funding. As such, SC&H cannot provide a recommendation of a “best”
option. SC&H’s recommendation with regard to funding alternatives is for interested parties to consider
the information compiled in Appendices A – H and determine a method that best suits the goals and
plans of the County. Individual recommendations included within each of the narrative documents in
this appendix are designed to provide the County with guidance on pursuing the specific method further.
These recommendations are not intended to indicate an endorsement on behalf of SC&H for any
particular funding method.
Management’s Response: DFRS recognizes that there are various funding opportunities available to
the fire and rescue service. Currently there are several methods employed in the purchase of apparatus
for DFRS. While DFRS has several methods available to them, the Corporations independently have
other methods that may be employed as well that are not available to DFRS. Once DFRS has developed
an accurate list of County apparatus and developed a replacement plan it will be important that it is
shared with both Fleet and the Corporations. Currently the Volunteer Corporations have State funding
and ambulance billing money that may be used for this purpose. It is our desire to help them determine,
with our apparatus plan, what apparatus may need replacement and when alternate funding may be used
that DFRS cannot use. DFRS also recognizes there are other state and federal grant programs available
and will continue to evaluate the availability of them when the need arises. Our goal will be to evaluate
these options once the determination has been made to purchase any and all pieces of apparatus.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix A
Funding Opportunity Evaluation
I. Purpose
Examine current financing agreements and compare to other funding options.
II. Summary of Current Financing Agreement
SC&H obtained the most recent Frederick County Government (FCG or the County) vehicle purchase
financing agreement dated December 15, 2011. This agreement is for a capital lease, or lease purchase, type
arrangement. The lessor is JPMorgan Chase Banks, N.A. Under this type of lease, the County will own the
vehicles at the end of the lease period. Specific lease terms are as follows:
 Term: 5 Years
 Interest Rate: 1.53% per annum
 Payment Frequency: Quarterly
 Principal Financed: $2,679,047
 Total Interest Paid at Lease Term: $109,997
 Total Interest Paid as a Percentage: 4.106%
This leasing agreement includes various vehicles and equipment including a pumper, three engines, and six
ambulances as well as self contained breathing apparatus equipment and utility vehicles. Terms of the lease
stipulate that the County must maintain a deposit in escrow for the full principal amount financed. In the event
that funds are not appropriated for the lease payments, the equipment financed is relinquished to the lessor.
Under this agreement, the County is required to cover all necessary repairs and maintenance to the vehicles.
When obtaining new fire and rescue (F&R) vehicles, the County uses a third party financial advisor to discuss
financing options and terms and to assist in crafting new agreements. This financial advisor is consulted on an
as needed basis. No reports or opinions from the financial advisor were available for review at the time of this
engagement.
III. Summary of Alternative Financing Methods
Capital Leases with Guaranteed Buyback
A capital lease with a guaranteed buyback is a municipal lease agreement in which the lessor agrees to
“buyback” the leased vehicle at the end of the term. As a municipal lease, the interest revenue earned by the
lessor is not taxed, resulting in a savings that is passed to the lessee. This topic is covered in greater detail in
Appendix B. Key characteristics of this type of financing include:
 Lower cost of financing than an operating lease
 Does not require large initial cash outlay
 Consistent lease payments each year
 May purchase optional warranty coverage
 More expensive than an outright purchase
 Vehicle options and cost are dictated by a pricing matrix when a warranty is purchased
 Cost: Tax-free interest revenue to the lessor results in a lower interest rate on the lease over operating
type leases. Costs of financing are likely to be similar to the current leasing agreement described above
in Section II, which is also a capital lease. Also, per conversation with a regional vehicle dealer, prices
for a bumper-to-bumper warranty for a tiller ladder truck would be approximately $65,000 for five
years and $130,000 for nine years.
Appendix A- Funding Opportunity Evaluation
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Operating Leases
An operating lease, or “turn in and walk away” lease, is a typical leasing option, similar to the type of leasing
used when obtaining a consumer vehicle, which requires the lessee to turn in the vehicle at the end of the term.
This topic is covered in greater detail in Appendix C. Key characteristics of this type of financing include:
 Vehicle turn-in results in faster vehicle replacement, providing a consistently updated fleet of F&R
vehicles to FCG
 Consistent lease payments each year
 Payments are usually made in arrears, meaning that the lessee would have use of the vehicle for a full
year before the first payment is due
 May purchase optional warranty coverage
 More expensive than an outright purchase
 Vehicle options and cost are dictated by a pricing matrix
 Cost: Cost of financing will be greater than that of a municipal lease as the interest income for an
operating lease is not tax-free. This results in a higher interest rate charged to the lessee.
Municipal Bond Issuance
Issuing a municipal bond means that the County is borrowing the amount of the bonds issued and guaranteeing
to repay the principal amount with interest to the investors. Interest is paid periodically and the full principal
amount is paid at the maturity of the bond. Bonds can be secured through a general obligation, specific revenue
or a combination of both. For additional detail regarding the various components of a bond issuance, see
Appendix D. Key characteristics of bonds include:
 Often issued for the purchase of major capital improvements or the acquisition of vehicles and
apparatus
 Interest is paid periodically over the life of the bond, with principal paid at the end of the term
 Complex issuance process, requiring the involvement of various outside parties
 Provides for the purchase of multiple vehicles at once
 Can be refinanced if necessary
 May require voter approval
 Adds additional long-term debt
 Cost: Due to the necessity of outside service providers, bonds can include issuance costs such as legal
and financial advisory, bond registrar, rating agency fees, and printing and miscellaneous expenses. An
analysis of the six most recent bond issuances by FCG revealed that the total issuance costs are
approximately 0.5 to 0.6% and may be as much as 1% of the total bond issue amount.
Certificates of Participation
Certificates of participation (COPs) are tax-exempt bonds that are usually secured with revenue from an
equipment or facility lease. This is a financing option that allows for a large initial cash outlay without issuing
long-term debt. Additional details on this financing option can be found in Appendix E. Key characteristics of
COPs include:
 Permit a continuing obligation without going into long-term debt
 Typically do not require voter approval
 Vehicles can be purchased on an accelerated basis
 Generally used for larger dollar amount purchases
 Usually have a higher interest rate than general obligation bonds
 Cost of issuance is typically higher than direct leasing
 Complex legal requirements
 Cost: Issuance costs are typically higher than direct leasing or general obligation bonds due to the cost
of underwriting, ratings, and legal fees as well as costs related to trustee services and title fees. Total
costs of issuance for a COP are generally between 0.9 and 1% of the total face value. Total interest paid
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III. Summary of Alternative Financing Methods
in a recent Montgomery County COP issuance was equal to approximately 24% of face value.
Vehicle Re-chassis
Vehicle re-chassising is not a method of financing, but is an alternative to vehicle replacement. Re-chassising
involves removing the old chassis from the body of a vehicle and replacing it with a new chassis. The new
chassis includes a new engine, brakes, exhaust system, electronics, and other necessary components not part of
the frame and F&R apparatus. For additional detail on re-chassising, see Appendix F. Key characteristics of rechassising including:
 Cost savings over the purchase of a new vehicle
 May be performed for ambulances and ladder trucks
 Cost: An analysis of the two most recently re-chassised ambulances revealed that the cost to perform
this service was approximately $170,000 per vehicle. At the time of the re-chassis, a new ambulance
cost approximately $210,000. The resulting savings of these re-chassis was approximately $40,000 per
vehicle, or 19%. Per discussions with a regional vehicle dealer, refurbishment and re-chassising of a
ladder truck was recently explored with Howard County, MD. The cost to perform this re-chassis was
approximately $700,000. The cost to purchase a new truck was approximately $1.2 million. This results
in savings of approximately $500,000 per engine re-chassised, or approximately 42%.
Replacement Reserve
Currently, the Fleet Services Department has an established method of vehicle replacement funding that is paid
for through the fees that are charged to its customer agencies for services performed on the vehicles they use.
For all vehicles owned by Fleet Services, a monthly fee has been determined that the customer agencies pay. A
portion of this fee is held in a replacement reserve fund. Once a vehicle has reached the end of its useful life,
the funding that has accumulated over the term of the vehicle use is used for replacement. The fees, and the
portion placed in reserve, are calculated based on the anticipated years of vehicle life and the cost of
replacement. No such replacement fund has been established for the vehicles owned by the Division of Fire and
Rescue Services (DFRS).
IV. Comparative Analysis
The various methods of financing described above represent options in the replacement and replenishment of
the FCG F&R fleet. These methods may be used singularly or in conjunction to achieve the most favorable
financing for the County. Capital leases are the most recent method used by DFRS to purchase new vehicles, as
described in Section II above. Leasing alternatives include operating leases and capital leases with terms that
include a guaranteed buyback and maintenance. The differences in these leasing options are based on the
County’s preference of cost saving methods. Included maintenance may save the County money, compared to
typical repair costs, over the life the vehicle. In addition, the County may consider the value of returning
vehicles at the end of the lease terms rather than keeping them, providing DFRS with a continually replenished
fleet.
FCG Management has indicated that it is the County’s preference to issue bonds with a maturity of 20 years
and that the purchases funded through the issuance have a useful life aligning with this term. Bonds could be
used to purchase engines and some other heavy-duty equipment under the assumption of a 15 year front line
life with a five year reserve status. For vehicles with useful lives of less than 20 years, COPs represent another
feasible option. In general, similar to a bond issuance, COPs are used when a large capital outlay is planned.
These COPs can be created with terms that align more closely with the useful lives of light-duty vehicles and
the funds obtained through the issuance can be used to purchase a large number of vehicles at once.
Vehicle re-chassising can be used directly in conjunction with other methods of financing. A re-chassis may be
used to save money over the cost of a new vehicle and be financed through a lease-purchase agreement.
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Alternatively, a bond issuance or COP can be used to fund vehicle re-chassising outright. This provides the
County with combinations to consider when determining the best way to finance a re-chassis.
A replacement reserve is a method not currently used by DFRS, however Fleet Services does have a vehicle
replacement function for its managed vehicles. A key difference between DFRS and Fleet Services is that Fleet
Services charges a fee for its services and a portion of that is directly put aside for the replacement of the
vehicle serviced. DFRS, however, generally does not charge the public for its services, aside from ambulance
fees. Other funding for DFRS comes from a portion of County property taxes and General Fund appropriations.
No portion of this is officially set aside for anticipated vehicle replacement. Another difference between the
DFRS and Fleet Services fleets is the DFRS’s fleet consists of heavy-duty vehicles that typically cost much
more than light-duty vehicles. FCG may find that it is not practical to establish a replacement fund for a
vehicle when the monthly contribution would be unreasonably high. Establishing a vehicle replacement fund
for certain vehicle types may be an option that DFRS can consider so that vehicles can be more seamlessly
obtained, as necessary.
V. Recommendations
In general, it is not practicable to obtain exact numbers regarding the costs of the various financing options
above, without working directly with the financial institutions involved. This analysis has been based on actual
historical costs and research of the various financing methods to provide a general picture of the costs, process
and appropriateness of these methods in different scenarios. Based on the information gathered, we have
created several recommendations for the County to consider. Additional recommendations specific to each type
of financing can be found in the appendices referenced in Section III above.
Recommendations:
 Create an analysis identifying yearly vehicle maintenance costs in comparison to the cost of a
maintenance plan to determine if the purchase of such a plan would be a cost saving option for future
vehicle purchases.


Consider including the purchase of engines and other heavy-duty apparatus in subsequent municipal
bond issuances.



Determine if a bulk purchase of vehicles through municipal bonds or COPs aligns with the County’s
F&R vehicle replacement goals.



Consider creating a replacement reserve for DFRS vehicles.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix B
Capital Lease Evaluation
I. Purpose
Obtain several leasing quotations for both operating and capital leases and quantify the total cost of each.
II. Summary
Leasing is a vehicle replacement option when funds are not immediately available and/or lower monthly or
annual payments are preferred. One type of lease available for the purchase of fire and rescue (F&R) apparatus
is a tax-exempt, lease-to-own capital lease. Capital leases are similar to loans, as the vehicle is owned by the
lessee once the lease has been completed. The interest earnings on capital leases, also known as municipal
leases, are tax-exempt to the lessor, similar to municipal bond interest, allowing the lessor to charge a lower
rate than a standard lease. Capital leases can be obtained through local banking organizations, independent
public agency leasing organizations, and apparatus manufacturers. Lease terms are generally between three and
15 years. According to the Division of Fire and Rescue Services (DFRS) personnel, the preferred lease term of
Frederick County Government (FCG or the County) is five years. There is also the option of an early pay-off.
The County currently uses tax-exempt leases for the purchase of F&R vehicles in cases where full funding is
not available.
An additional option can be built into a lease-purchase for a guaranteed buyback by the financing company. In
this instance, the lessee would receive the benefit of the tax-exempt lease but would return the vehicle at the
end of a term determined at the inception of the financing agreement. Under this arrangement, the lessee could
also purchase a bumper-to-bumper warranty that would cover all repairs with the exception of routine
maintenance on the vehicle. Prince George’s County currently uses this type of lease to purchase F&R
apparatus.
A consideration using a guaranteed buyback lease is that vehicle pricing is based on an options matrix. It is
generally the preference of the leasing company to lease more standardized apparatus when the vehicle will be
returned at the end of the term, as it will be easier to subsequently sell. According to a representative at a
regional F&R vehicle dealership, the most advantageous vehicle options in the pricing matrix are as follows:
 Paint: White over red
 Water Tank on pumpers: 750 gallon or larger
 Aerials: Include a water tank and pump; are a non-tiller apparatus
III. Advantages/ Disadvantages
Advantages of Capital Leases:
 Lower cost of financing
 Ability to purchase vehicles in near term for which full funding is not yet available
 Consistent cost each year, allowing for a more predictable budget
 Flexible payments
 Not considered long-term debt
Disadvantages of Capital Leases:
 May be more expensive than an outright purchase of equipment
 Limited vehicle options (when a warranty is purchased)
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IV. Costs
The most current financing documentation was obtained for FCG relating to the lease-purchase of a large
number of vehicles, including ambulances, engines, a pumper, several utility vehicles and self contained
breathing apparatus replacements. The lease was obtained through J.P. Morgan Chase Bank and is dated
December 15, 2011 with a term of five years, paid quarterly. The total principal financed was $2,679,047 at an
interest rate of 1.53% per annum. According to the payment schedule included with the financing
documentation, the County will pay a total of $109,997 in interest, or approximately 4.1% of the principal
financed.
Based on a conversation with a regional vehicle dealer, prices for a bumper-to-bumper warranty for a tiller
ladder truck would be approximately $65,000 for five years and $130,000 for nine years. The warranty amount
increases, on average, 25% per year of additional coverage over the base five year cost. This warranty would
include all necessary repairs during the lease term. Normal maintenance, such as oil changes, would be the
responsibility of the lessee.
V. Results
Municipal lease-purchases, or capital leases, represent an option for the County to obtain a vehicle in the near
term, without a large initial cash outlay. As FCG has already used this type of lease for vehicle purchases, they
have proven to be a viable tool in obtaining F&R apparatus. These types of agreements result in the County
retaining ownership of the vehicle at the conclusion of the lease term. Due to the tax-exempt interest associated
with these types of leases, the County may be able to obtain a more favorable rate over a typical operating
lease. Additionally, the County would not have to incur long-term debt. Based on our research, we have
recommendations the County may consider regarding municipal leases.
Recommendations:
 Work with financing companies on lease-purchases to explore the possibility of a guaranteed buyback.
Under this type of agreement, the County may be able to secure the favorable municipal lease rate
while also obtaining warranty coverage.



The County may consider including language in the Request for Proposal (RFP) that requests a lease
that includes maintenance when seeking a new financing agreement.



Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the purchase of a warranty or maintenance plan on each type of
vehicle using the information obtained from the financing companies. Using this data, the County can
determine if a warranty suits its needs.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix C
Operating Lease Evaluation
I. Purpose
Obtain several leasing quotations for both operating and capital leases and quantify the total cost of each.
II. Summary
Leasing is a vehicle replacement option when funds are not immediately available and/or lower monthly or
annual payments are preferred. One leasing option available to the Frederick County Government (FCG or the
County) is a standard operating lease, similar to the type of lease one would obtain when leasing a car. In order
to obtain an operating lease, also referred to as a “turn in and walk away” lease, the lessee would first identify
the vehicle it would like to acquire. The lessee would then work with a financing company to determine the
preferred lease terms and costs. These types of operating leases can also include add-on warranty or
maintenance packages. These warranty packages cover all bumper-to-bumper repair costs but excluded routine
maintenance such as oil changes. Employing this type of lease also relieves the Division of Fire and Rescue
Services (DFRS) of the consideration of vehicle useful life. Operating leases will often complete the full term
before the vehicle becomes functionally obsolete. Lease terms are generally between three and 15 years.
However, according to DFRS personnel, the preferred lease term of FCG is five years. At this point, the lessee
can sign another lease and receive a new vehicle. This ensures the lessee has a functional and reliable fleet of
fire and rescue (F&R) vehicles. Operating leases do, however, come with additional restrictions, due to the fact
that the vehicle will ultimately be returned at the end of the lease term. Per discussion with a regional vehicle
dealer, customization of a vehicle is based on a pricing matrix, with the manufacturer’s goal being to create a
vehicle that will have features most commonly sought by F&R organizations.
According to a representative at a regional F&R vehicle dealership, the most advantageous vehicle options in
the pricing matrix are as follows:
 Paint: White over red
 Water Tank on pumpers: 750 gallon or larger
 Aerials: Include a water tank and pump; are a non-tiller apparatus
III. Advantages/ Disadvantages
Advantages of Operating Leases:
 Consistent cost each year, allowing for a more predictable budget
 Payments are usually made in arrears, meaning that the lessee would have use of the vehicle for a full
year before the first payment is due
 May purchase a maintenance plan or warranty
 Ensures that the County has a modern fleet
Disadvantages of Operating Leases:
 Vehicle customization may be more costly and subject to a pricing matrix
 Not tax-exempt, resulting in higher cost than capital or lease-purchase type leases
 Lessee does not retain ownership of the vehicle and must go through the process of obtaining new
vehicles more frequently
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IV. Costs
Typical financing agreements were unable to be obtained for comparative purposes for this engagement. This
type of documentation is not generally made available to the public and financing companies have been
reluctant to provide estimates without concrete numbers to base them on.
Warranty cost information was obtained for operating type leases. Based on a conversation with a regional
vehicle dealer, prices for a bumper-to-bumper warranty for a tiller ladder truck would be approximately
$65,000 for five years and $130,000 for nine years. The warranty amount increases, on average, 25% per year
of additional coverage over the base five year cost. This warranty would include all necessary repairs during the
lease term. Normal maintenance, such as oil changes would be the responsibility of the lessee.
V. Results
Lease-purchase or operating type leases are an option for the County when obtaining new F&R apparatus. One
advantage of these types of leases is the ability of the County to purchase a warranty with the leased vehicles.
Another advantage is that the County’s F&R vehicle fleet would be replaced regularly and more frequently,
ensuring that the apparatus remain functional and current. Based our research, we have recommendations the
County may consider regarding operating leases.
Recommendations:
 Work with a financing company to determine exact costs of operating leases as well as warrantees for
each type of vehicle.



Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the purchase of a warranty or maintenance plan on each type of
vehicle using the information obtained from the financing companies. Using this data, the County can
determine if a warranty suits its needs.



Based on the outcome of the above recommendations, prepare a Request for Proposal when purchasing
vehicles, requesting operating leases with warranty packages included.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix D
Bond Evaluation
I. Purpose
Create an analysis to quantify the total costs of different methods of bond issuance.
II. Summary
Municipal bonds can be issued by Frederick County Government (FCG or the County) with the purpose of
funding the acquisition of new fire and rescue (F&R) equipment. Issuing municipal bonds means that FCG is
borrowing the amount of the bonds issued and guaranteeing to repay the principal with interest to the investor.
Bond principal is not paid until the maturity date, with interest paid periodically. Bonds are often issued for
major capital improvements or the acquisition of vehicles and apparatus. According to FCG Management,
when bonds are used, it is the preference of FCG to issue bonds for the purchase of long-lived assets with
useful lives that align with the typical 20 year bond term. The determination to issue bonds and the amount of
the issuance is made at the beginning of a new fiscal year, as the budget is being created and the necessary
purchases are identified. Once the preliminary issue size of the bond has been determined, FCG can proceed
with the issuance.
FCG will first work with a financial advisor and bond council to create a Preliminary Official Statement. This
statement includes specific detailed information related to the issuance necessary for investors to make an
educated purchase. Working with the financial advisor, the County then obtains bond ratings from a ratings
agency. These ratings determine the interest rate of the bonds. Next, the bonds will be open to competitive bids
on the internet. The bonds will be awarded and sold to the highest bidder. This bidder agrees to purchase the
bonds offered and subsequently resell them to investors. At this point, FCG will close the process and issue an
official statement to the public. The official statement includes all relevant information about the bond issuance
for the public to consider when purchasing the bonds as an investment.
The following represents an illustrative example of a bond’s cycle:

Start

Budget a debt
spending amount for
the purchase of a
long-lived
lived asset or
project

Determine the
preliminary issue size
of the bond issuance

Work with a financial
advisor and bond
council to create a
Preliminary Official
Statement

Request service of a
rating agency with the
help of the financial
advisor

Open bonds to
competitive bids on
the internet

Award bonds to the
highest bidder

Sell bonds

Close the process
and issue an official
statement

End

When issuing bonds, the County must determine how the amount will be secured. An analysis of the six most
recent bond issuances by the County indicates that FCG chose general obligation securities. General obligation
securities are bonds that are secured by the full faith, credit, and taxing power of FCG. The County may issue
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II. Summary
bonds with interest rates that vary based on the maturity dates. Another method of securing a bond is through
specific revenue pledged for payment of debt service. According to Standard & Poor’s Securities Evaluations,
Inc., revenue bonds are securities that are payable from a specific source of revenue and to which the full faith
and taxing power of the government is not pledged. Revenue bonds do not permit bondholders to compel
taxation or legislative appropriation of funds not pledged for payment of debt service. A third method is a
combination of both revenue and general obligation securities, also known as a “double-barrel” bond.
Other considerations of bond issuance include the coupon rate and term. The coupon rate is the rate of return
offered to the bond holders. There are three coupon types, as defined by the Electronic Municipal Market
Access (EMMA) site:
Fixed Rate: This is an interest rate on a security that does not change for the remaining life of the
security.
Variable Rate: This is an interest rate, sometimes referred to as a “floating rate,” on a security that
changes at intervals, according to market conditions or a predetermined index or formula.
Zero Coupon: This is an original issue discount bond on which no periodic interest payments are
made, but which is issued at a deep discount from par, accreting (at the rate represented by the offering
yield at issuance) to its full value at maturity.
According to EMMA, in FY2013, nearly 60% of municipal bonds were issued with a fixed coupon rate. In
addition to the coupon rate, the bond term is a factor in the total cost of funding. Bonds with shorter term
maturities generally provide a lower interest rate and price or yield than longer term bonds.
III. Advantages/ Disadvantages
Advantages of Funding with Municipal Bonds:
 Provides a way to spread the cost of capital equipment over a long period of time, usually for a range of
5-20 years
 Gives the county the ability to fund the purchase of multiple vehicles at once, resulting in:
o Potential lower cost per unit
o Lower operating costs from the retirement of older vehicles
o High quality of service to the public
 Can be refinanced if necessary
Disadvantages of Funding with Municipal Bonds:
 May require County Commissioners’ approval
 Specialized process
 Adds additional long-term debt
 Can cause a decrease in the County’s bond rating if bonds are used too frequently
IV. Costs
A bond issuance is a specialized process that requires the assistance of a number of third party service
providers. The process of issuing municipal bonds is not the same in all cases. Bonds vary in complexity and
regulatory requirements depending upon the nature of the issuance. Municipal bond issuances require the
services of an underwriter, which charges a fee based on the amount of the issue. Additional costs may include
some or all of the following:
 Legal advisory
 Financial advisory
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IV. Costs
 Bond registrar
 Paying agent
 Rating agency fees
 Escrow agent (Refunding bonds only)
 Printing and miscellaneous expenses
The chart below is a listing of actual amounts and costs of the previous six bond issuances by FCG. The total
costs of issuance are shown below as both a dollar amount and percentage of the bond issue amount.
Bond Issue
2013 GO Bonds
2012 Taxable Ref Bonds
2012 Ref Bonds
2011 GO/ Ref Bonds
2010C Ref Bonds
2010A/ BAB Bonds

Total Bond Issue Amount
$
31,450,000
$
61,370,000
$
85,075,000
$
71,815,000
$
79,920,000
$
149,820,000

Total Issue Cost
$
314,369
$
383,842
$
488,641
$
405,928
$
435,768
$
789,543

Total Cost %
1.000%
0.625%
0.574%
0.565%
0.545%
0.527%

The underwriter’s discount is the largest single cost category making up the total bond issuance cost. An
analysis of the past six bond issuances by FCG from 2010 through 2013 shows that the underwriter’s discount
varies from 0.166% to 0.380% of the total bond issue amount. Underwriter’s fees are a variable cost that differs
based on the complexity and type of bond issuance. Total bond issuance costs for five of the previous six bond
issues fell between 0.527% and 0.625% of total bond issue amount. The 2013 bond issue cost percentage
appears to be an outlier at 1% of total bond issue amount. Each bond issuance has its own unique
considerations causing the necessary outside services and fees to vary.
V. Steps to Pursue
During the current fiscal year, the County should consider the needs related to F&R apparatus going forward
and determine how many vehicles need to be purchased in the short-term. As bond issuances are for large
dollar amounts, this funding method would likely be feasible in a situation in which a number of vehicles are to
be purchased. If the County determines that it would like to fund the purchase of new F&R vehicles using a
bond issuance, this long-term debt may be required to be approved by the County Commissioners. The amount
can then be built into the new fiscal year budget. Afterward, the County would contact a financial advisor and
bond council to begin the issuance process as described above in the Summary section.
VI. Results
The use of general obligation bonds appears to be an option for FCG to purchase several vehicles at one time.
Based on an analysis performed during the audits procedures, it was determine that FCG currently has 32
Division of Fire and Rescue Services (DFRS) F&R vehicles that are fully depreciated, with an additional 10
reaching this level in 2014 (based on a seven year useful life for light-duty vehicles and 15 years life for heavyduty vehicles). By using bonds to purchase a larger number of vehicles upfront, potential savings can be found
due to lower operating costs to maintain the vehicles.
As it is the County’s preference to use the proceeds from a bond issuance to purchase long-lived assets that
align with the 20 year bond term most often used, the majority of F&R vehicles would not be eligible for
funding using this method. Bonds would likely be feasible to fund these purchases in the event that the County
decided to purchase a large number of heavy-duty apparatus at one time.
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VI. Results
Based on our research, we have recommendations the County may consider regarding bonds.
Recommendations:
 Explore the costs and use of shorter term bonds in order to fund the purchase of light-duty apparatus
with useful lives less than 20 years.



Explore the use of bonds to purchase several heavy-duty vehicles at one time that will align with the
preferred bond term of 20 years.



Examine alternative bond securities, such as revenue and double-barrel bonds, as potentially preferable
methods to general obligation bonds.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances and, Vehicles
Appendix E
Certificate of Participation Evaluation
I. Purpose
Explore the use of municipal Certificates of Participation for the funding of new F&R Apparatus.
II. Summary
A Certificate of Participation (COP) is a mechanism used by municipal entities to better match the flow of
revenues and outlays. They are tax-exempt bonds that are usually secured with revenue from an equipment or
facility lease. The use of this financing technique allows for a large initial cash outlay without issuing long-term
debt, which can be subject to voter approval and other requirements.
At the inception of the COP process, an item with adequate annual fair rental value and useful life is identified
as the subject of a financing lease. This item is purchased by a second party, such as the local government or
trustee, which becomes the lessor entity under the financing lease. The state entity issues tax-exempt bonds
(COPs) with maturities that match the lease term of assets that are purchased by the state entity with the
proceeds from the bond issue. COPs are sold as securities to investors in both private placements and public
offerings. The state entity then leases the equipment to the government agency. The underlying lease agreement
furnishes the revenue stream necessary to secure the bonds. The lease payments received from the agency are
then passed through to the bondholders by the state entity. Payments are made to the investors for the duration
of the lease based on the percentage of share that the investor has in the lease agreement. While the COP
obligation is outstanding, the certificate holders hold title to the vehicles through the trustee. Although the use
of COPs does not require voter approval, the municipality may consider public support to be sought in order to
maintain annual appropriations to repay the COP investors. Frederick County Government (FCG or the
County) is not required to appropriate funds to pay the COPs each year, however failure to do so could damage
the credit rating and cause other forms of borrowing to be negatively impacted.
The following represents an illustrative example of a COP’s cycle:
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III. Advantages/ Disadvantages
Advantages of COPs:
 Do not violate restrictions on long-term debt financing
 Permit a continuing obligation without going into debt
 Can be the least costly option of financing
 Often tax-exempt, attracting a large number of investors
 May not require voter approval
 Vehicles can be purchased on an accelerated basis, resulting in:
o Potential lower cost per unit
o Lower operating costs from the retirement of older vehicles
o High quality of service to the public
Disadvantages of COPs:
 May be more expensive for small purchases
 There is a risk to lenders that the local government might not appropriate funds each year to finance the
annual payment on the obligation, which generally results in a higher interest rate than general
obligation bonds
 The costs of issuance are higher than direct leasing and must be added to the amount financed so they
can be paid from sale proceeds
 A reserve fund may be required, which is added to the amount borrowed
 Complex legal requirements which may make the process time consuming
IV. Costs
COPs are usually only issued in large dollar amounts in order to fund costly projects. As such, individual
funding costs by vehicle type are not a focal point for this analysis. COPs would be used for the purchase of a
large number of vehicles at one time.
Issuance costs are usually higher than direct leasing or general obligation bonds due to the cost of underwriting,
ratings, and legal fees as well as costs related to trustee services and title fees. Recent COP issuances have been
examined from Prince George’s and Montgomery Counties. In each instance, these counties issued
approximately $34 million in COPs. The total costs of these issuances varied between 0.9% and 1% of the
COP’s face value. As a result, issuance costs were between $9,000 and $10,000 per million dollars of COPs
issued. Of the issuance costs, approximately 50% can be attributed to the underwriter’s discount. Montgomery
County COPs were issued with 10 year terms. According to the included schedule, the total amount of interest
paid on $34 million is approximately $8 million over the 10 year term. This results in total interest paid of
approximately 24% of the face amount of the COPs.
Based on the above numbers found in other jurisdictions’ COP issuances, the following scenarios can be
implied for a potential FCG COP issuance:
$15 million COP Issuance
 Estimated Underwriter’s Discount: $71,250
 Estimated Other Issuance Costs: $71,250
 Estimated Total Interest Payments: $3.6 million
$5 million COP Issuance
 Estimated Underwriter’s Discount: $23,750
 Estimated Other Issuance Costs: $23,750
 Estimated Total Interest Payments: $1.2 million
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V. Steps to Pursue
FCG should first determine if it would like to purchase new fire and rescue (F&R) apparatus in smaller
numbers or in a large bulk purchase. If the County chooses to purchase a large number of vehicles at once,
based on researched characteristics, the use of COPs for funding appears to be a viable option. The County can
then work with its financial advisor to determine how to structure the COP issuance to align with a lease that
includes the County’s preferred terms. The financial advisor can help to provide the County with the exact costs
associated with the COP issuance. The County’s bond council will facilitate the sales of the COPs to the public
and may also act as the trustee.
VI. Results
The use of COPs appears to be a feasible option for a municipality to purchase a large number of vehicles at
one time. Based on an analysis performed during the audits procedures, it was determine that FCG currently
has 32 Division of Fire and Rescue Services (DFRS) F&R vehicles that are fully depreciated, with an additional
10 reaching this level in 2014 (based on a seven year useful life for light-duty vehicles and 15 years life for
heavy-duty vehicles). By using COPs to purchase a larger number of vehicles upfront, potential savings can be
found due to lower operating costs to maintain the vehicles. A large, upfront purchase can also assist in
decreasing any identified unfunded liability balances. Based on our research, we have recommendations the
County may consider regarding COPs.
Recommendations:
 Explore the option of purchasing a large number of vehicles at one time and the use of COPs to fund
this purchase.



Work with a financial advisor to determine whether a COP issuance would be the best funding option
for purchasing F&R vehicles.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix F
Vehicle Re-chassis Evaluation
I. Purpose
Perform a cost analysis for vehicle re-chassising to determine if it represents a beneficial value to the County.
II. Summary
An alternative to vehicle replacement is re-chassising. Re-chassising involves removing the old chassis from
the body of a vehicle and replacing it with a new chassis. The new chassis includes a new engine, brakes,
exhaust system, electronics, and all other necessary components not part of the frame of fire and rescue (F&R)
apparatus. Historically, Frederick County Government’s (FCG or the County) Division of Fire and Rescue
Services (DFRS) has only re-chassised ambulances. Following discussions with a regional vehicle dealer, it
was determined that re-chassising is also a viable option for ladder trucks. This is because at the end of the
vehicle useful life, the body and aerial apparatus of the truck are often in working order. The vehicle dealer
does not, however, believe that re-chassising is a good option for pumper trucks, as the main F&R components
of the vehicle will be fully depreciated at the end of the vehicle’s useful life.
Service providers for vehicle re-chassising are generally limited to the manufacturer of the vehicle due to
warranty restrictions as well as the specialized knowledge necessary to properly complete the work. DFRS’s
fleet of ambulances and engines are predominately composed of two vehicle manufacturers; Horton and Pierce.
Per discussions with DFRS personnel, we have learned that re-chassising is most often performed when a
vehicle has reached its normal replacement age. This is approximately 7-10 years for an ambulance or 10-15
years for an engine. Re-chassising can be performed more than once, however this is often not preferable due to
obsolescence of technology and depreciation to the body and other components not updated with the new
chassis. Components not updated during a re-chassis include the F&R apparatus. In an ambulance, this includes
the box and rescue equipment and on a ladder truck this includes the full aerial apparatus.
III. Advantages/ Disadvantages
Advantages of re-chassis:
 Cost savings over the purchase of a new vehicle
 Money saved can be used to more quickly replace other F&R vehicles
 Reduce the occurrences of breakdowns and other issues on the road
Disadvantages of re-chassis:
 The vehicle may not have the most current equipment
 All vehicle parts are not new and may not be as operationally effective as a new vehicle
IV. Costs
An analysis of the two most recently re-chassised ambulances revealed that the cost to perform this service was
approximately $170,000 per vehicle. At the time of the re-chassis, a new ambulance cost approximately
$210,000. The resulting savings of these re-chassis was approximately $40,000 per vehicle, or 19%.
Per discussions with a regional vehicle dealer, refurbishment and re-chassising of a ladder truck was recently
explored with Howard County, MD. The cost to perform this re-chassis was approximately $700,000. The cost
to purchase a new truck was approximately $1.2 million. This results in savings of approximately $500,000 per
engine re-chassised, or 42%.
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V. Steps to Pursue
FCG should examine the effectiveness of the ambulance re-chassis performed on the two vehicles in 2011. If
the County believes that this was a successful alternative to purchasing new ambulances (from both a financial
and safety standpoint), it can explore this as a continuing option going forward. Creating a plan to examine
ambulances as they are due for replacement for re-chassis eligibility is an avenue that may be useful.
In addition, the County should explore the option of re-chassising ladder trucks as they become due for
replacement. An analysis of the condition of these vehicles would be helpful in determining whether a rechassis is appropriate. The County can work with the authorized vehicle dealer to determine costs and
feasibility.
VI. Results
Re-chassising of vehicles appears to be a feasible option to save the County money over the purchase of new
vehicles, while ensuring a functional F&R fleet. Based on our research and outside party consultation, we have
formed several recommendations with regard to vehicle re-chassising.
Recommendations:
 Create a plan to evaluate ambulances at the end of the useful life for eligibility to be re-chassised.


Explore the option of re-chassising ladder trucks. Contact other Maryland F&R organizations to learn
more about their experiences with re-chassised ladder trucks and other F&R vehicles.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix G
Grant Evaluation
I. Purpose
Obtain information for grants available to the DFRS.
II. Descriptions of Available Grants
There are a number of grants available to fire and rescue (F&R) organizations. In general, smaller state and
private grants have various requirements that specifically designate what type of F&R organization the grant
money is intended for, or the use of this money. Examples of these requirements include grants for rural and
small town F&R and for personnel training and breathing equipment. While some of these grants may be
available to the Frederick County Government (FCG or the County) Department of Fire and Rescue Services
(DFRS), no private grants were identified that can be used for the funding of F&R apparatus. Through research,
a number of potential small state and private grant opportunities were identified. However, through
examination of the grant requirements, it became apparent that DFRS would not be eligible to obtain these
grants for the purpose of purchasing new F&R vehicles.
The largest grant opportunity available to FCG DFRS is the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG). This is the only grant that was found to be available for use in the
purchase of F&R vehicles. The purpose of this grant program is “to enhance the ability of first responders to
protect the health and safety of the public from fire and related hazards.” FCG has been awarded this grant in
the past. In 2011, DFRS received $488,400 for operations and safety equipment.
The AFG Program also provides grants designated for vehicle acquisition and replacement. According to the
FEMA website, vehicle acquisition grants are in very high demand. The process for requesting an AFG grant
requires that a grant proposal be created that describes the F&R organization, its current inventory and need,
and the way in which the grant funding will help the organization serve the community and increase safety for
rescue personnel. The grant application process is very detailed, requiring a significant time commitment and
the services of someone skilled in grant writing. All requests are peer reviewed and scored. These scores are
compared against other F&R submissions and funds are distributed to those considered to be most in need. We
contacted a FEMA representative regarding the eligibility of FCG to receive additional grant funding through
the AFG despite having received a sizeable award in the past. The FEMA representative indicated that the past
award would not preclude FCG from receiving funds through this program in the future.
III. Steps to Pursue
The FY2013 window to apply for the AFG has closed as of December 6, 2013. The FY2014 Funding
Opportunity Announcement has not yet been made. Application guidance materials are currently available at
https://www.fema.gov/assistance-firefighters-grant. These materials provide an in depth description of the
grants process as well as tips for creating a successful application. DFRS may consider reviewing these
materials and determining if it would like pursue the AFG apparatus grant for the coming fiscal year.
IV. Results
As a large county that is not generally considered rural and is not considered to be in financial distress, FCG
does not appear to be eligible for many grant opportunities. The County may be able to secure a grant through a
private entity, however this grant type will generally be small and may not be applicable for the purchase of
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IV. Results
F&R apparatus. The AFG Program appears to be the largest available grant funding for which the County can
apply. According to information provided by FEMA, this grant is in very high demand nationwide and the
application process is very competitive. In addition to the time commitment required to complete the
application for this grant, the County may also consider incurring the additional cost of an outside grant writing
professional. Based on our research, we have recommendations the County may consider regarding grants.
Recommendations:
 Read through the documentation regarding the grant application process on the AFG Vehicle Grant
website and gain a greater understanding of the necessary steps to obtain this funding.



Assess the perceived likelihood of FCG DFRS obtaining this grant and determine whether the County
believes this is a worthwhile avenue to pursue.



If the County should decide to apply for the AFG, begin planning and preparation for the FY2014
application window.
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Frederick County Government
Division of Fire and Rescue
Audit of Funding for Replacement/Maintenance of Fire and Rescue
Apparatus, Ambulances, and Vehicles
Appendix H
Additional Funding Type Evaluation
I. Purpose
Examine the F&R replacement plans of other county governments to identify best practices and funding
alternatives.
II. Summary
Fire and rescue (F&R) organizations around the country often create analyses and replacement plans for their
apparatus. These analyses seek to identify favorable practices for assigning useful lives to vehicles and
determining when they should be replaced. Through research, we have found that useful lives generally vary
between 10 to 20 years for heavy-duty vehicles, such as engines and tankers, and seven to 15 years for vehicles
such as ambulances and rescue squads. A unique method used by one county’s fire and rescue division is based
on the apparatus repair costs rather than a certain number of years or mileage. This method is further discussed
below.
There are a variety of methods used by fire and rescue organizations around the country to generate funds to
pay for apparatus and operational expenses. Several funding methods are briefly described below. Some of
these funding methods are also explored in greater detail in other appendices and are noted as such.
Taxes
Taxes are an integral part of generating revenue for all municipal F&R organizations. Currently, Frederick
County Government’s (FCG or the County) Division of Fire and Rescue Services (DFRS) is allocated a portion
of property tax revenue each year based on the amounts budgeted by FCG (which appears as a line item for fire
and rescue services on residents’ property tax bills). There are several other taxes that municipalities around the
country use to generate revenues for F&R divisions. These include local sales and transient taxes, for which a
portion is allocated to F&R. A transient tax, which is derived from hotels and restaurants, brings in additional
revenue from visitors who also use the F&R services of the county. Another tax used for F&R funding is a real
estate transfer tax. This is a special purpose tax assessed at the time of sale of property. This can be earmarked
for special purposes and collected along with property taxes at the time of closing on a mortgage or when a
deed transfer is registered. A specific tax for F&R used in some municipalities is called a fire flow tax. This is
something like a property tax and is based on a computed fire flow requirement, typically using an Insurance
Services Office formula. This formula includes factors such as usable square feet and construction
considerations. Fire flow tax can generate large dollars for the county and the computation for the tax amounts
can be computerized and completed automatically. Any new taxes require voter approval and should be
considered carefully.
Benefit Assessments
A benefit assessment is a charge for service based upon the estimated benefit attributed to a potential user. This
may or may not be considered a tax. This charge is proportional to the benefits received by the owner and not
just a prorated cost of service. The benefit is assessed on the basis of one or more attributes of the property or
occupancy, such as square feet, type of property, fire flow requirements, and distance from fire stations, etc.
This assessment may be levied throughout an entire jurisdiction or may be limited to specific areas or zones.
These assessments generally require approval of the state. It is important to properly communicate the purpose
of such an assessment to the county citizens so that they understand the benefits of maintaining and improving
fire and emergency services.
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II. Summary
Borrowing
There are different methods of borrowing used by F&R organizations for the purchase of vehicles and other
capital acquisitions. One commonly used method is the issuance of long-term debt in the form of bonds. A
bond is like a loan in which the principal is not paid until maturity. Interest is usually paid periodically
throughout the term of the bond. Bonds are most often used for major capital improvements and require voter
approval. They are used as a way to spread the cost of capital equipment over a long period of time. This is
discussed in greater detail in Appendix D.
Another form of borrowing is Certificates of Participation (COP). These are similar to general obligation
bonds, but the principal as well as interest is paid on a regular basis throughout the term of the COP. COPs
serve as a way to spread the cost of capital like bonds but without the issuance of long-term debt or the need for
voter approval. See Appendix E for greater detail regarding COPs.
A third option is traditional borrowing through banks and lending institutions. Some jurisdictions use special
loan funds for these types of projects. For example, Loudoun County, VA, uses a revolving loan fund where
independent volunteer agencies in the F&R system can request low-interest loans
Fees for Prevention-Related Services
Many F&R organizations charge fees for the various prevention-related services provided to the public. These
fees include property inspection fees, plan review fees and permits, occupancy permits, special hazard permits,
and public event services. Most organizations charge a flat rate for these services. These provide a supplement
to the normal tax revenues and appropriations.
Fees for Suppression, EMS, and Special Services
Currently, DFRS only charges service fees for ambulances. Some F&R organizations have made the distinction
between normal use of suppression and rescue services and the need for these services caused by negligence,
code violations, or criminal activity. In these cases the recipient of these services is charged all or part of the
cost. Other fees charged by F&R organizations include hazardous materials fees, standby and fireguard fees,
and other special services fees.
Fines and Citations
Fines and citations are often collected for code violations and nuisance alarms, providing a small supplemental
revenue source. Other Counties have also used red light or speed cameras to generate revenue through tickets,
which directly fund F&R expenditures.
Leasing
There are two main types of leases used by F&R organizations; tax-exempt municipal leases and operating
leases. Tax-exempt leases are capital leases in which the organization retains ownership of the vehicle at the
end of the lease term. The interest earnings on these leases are tax-exempt to the lessor, allowing it to charge a
much lower rate. Operating leases are standard leases in which the vehicle is returned to the lessor at the end of
the term. Leases may include maintenance for the term of the lease, which can be very attractive to some
organizations. See Appendices B and C for a detail analysis of leasing options.
Grants
There are many grants from both private and governmental entities with the goal of assisting F&R
organizations in need. Each organization must identify its needs and weigh the likelihood of being awarded a
grant against the time required to complete the applications. Greater discussion on grants as they relate to FCG
can be found in Appendix G.
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II. Summary
Request for Proposal
While not a direct method of funding, one method of obtaining new F&R vehicles for a competitive price is
through the use of a Request for Proposal (RFP). An RFP is an official statement crafted by the municipality
that informs the public that it is interested in purchasing a particular item or service. In the case of F&R
apparatus, the municipality would craft an RFP that includes the type of vehicle, the vehicle specifications, and
the quantity it intends to purchase. An announcement of the RFP is made, usually online, and the public
submits bids or proposals with the goal of providing the lowest price. The municipality can then choose
whichever offer represents the best value. While acquisition cost is a main component of the selecting the best
value, bidders are also judged on other factors such as reputation and services such as warrantees. Approaching
the procurement of fire apparatus in this way allows the municipality to consider many manufacturers and
opens up the conversation for other vehicle and financing options that may not have been considered during the
RFP creation process.
III. Specific Funding Methods of Other F&R Organizations
We performed research of other F&R organizations around Maryland and Virginia to determine the methods
used to fund and purchase emergency vehicles. Based on this research, the following information has been
found:
Montgomery County, Maryland
Montgomery County appears to fund its F&R acquisition through the use of COPS and Conditional
Purchase Agreements with a bank, totaling $33.58 million, per the 2012 comprehensive annual
financial report.
Howard County, Maryland
Howard County appears to fund its F&R capital acquisitions with long-term debt in the form of bonds.
The county had approximately $13.7 million in fire department bonds outstanding for FY12. In
addition, the County has capital leases for the financing of equipment, however the equipment is not
specified.
Carroll County, Maryland
Carroll County appears to issue general obligation bonds to generate funds to loan to volunteer fire
departments.
Baltimore County, Maryland
Some vehicles are obtained through an RFP process. The county creates an RFP for the type,
specifications and quantity of the vehicle it would like to purchase, and releases it to the public.
Vehicle manufacturers and vendors are selected based on which represents the best value to the county.
Prince George’s County, Maryland
Prince George’s County, Maryland has used a lease-purchase agreement with a guaranteed buyback by
the financing company. Under this type of arrangement, the county would receive the benefit of the
tax-exempt municipal lease but would return the vehicle to the financing company at the end of a
defined term. The county also has the option to purchase a bumper-to-bumper warranty that would
cover all repairs with the exception of routine maintenance.
Prince William County, Virginia
Prince William County appears to fund its F&R acquisition through a Fire and Rescue Levy Special
Revenue Fund. The county also appears to issue general obligation bonds, of which a portion of the
proceeds go to F&R for capital acquisitions.
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Loudoun County, Virginia
Loudoun County appears to use a revolving loan fund, where independent volunteer agencies in the
F&R system can request low-interest loans
IV. Analysis
Currently, the majority of DFRS revenue comes from a portion of property taxes, general fund appropriations,
and ambulance fees. The current tax rate of $0.080 for suburban and $0.128 for urban homes per $100 of
assessed value has not been changed since it was lowered in 2006. In order to more effectively meet the F&R
vehicle replacement needs, County decision makers can read and consider the above funding methods as
options for generating additional revenue.
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